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Pehkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind,
Watertown, October 20, 1921.
To the Hon. Frederic W. Cook, Secretary of State, Boston.
Dear Sir :— I have the honor to transmit to you, for
the use of the legislature, a copy of the ninetieth annual
report of the trustees of this institution to the corporation
thereof, together with that of the treasurer and the usual
accompanying documents.
Respectfully,
EDWARD E. ALLEN,
Secretary.
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SYNOPSIS OF THE PROCEEDINGS
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE COEPORATION.
Watertown, October 13, 1921.
The annual meeting of the corporation, duly summoned,
was held to-day at the institution, and was called to order
by the president, Hon. Francis Henry Appleton, at 3 p.m.
The proceedings of the last meeting were read and ap-
proved.
The annual report of the trustees was accepted and or-
dered to be printed, together with the usual accompanying
documents.
The report of the treasurer was accepted and ordered on
file.
Voted, That acts and expenditures, made and authorized by the
Board of Trustees, or by any committee appointed by said Board of
Trustees, during the corporate year closed this day, be and are hereby
ratified and confirmed.
The corporation then proceeded to ballot for officers for
the ensuing year, and the following persons were unani-
mously elected : —
President. — Hon. Francis Henry Appleton.
Vice-President. — George H. Richards.
Treasurer. -— Albert Thorndike.
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Secretary. — Edward E. Allen.
Trustees. — Francis Henry Appleton, William Endicott,
Miss Rosamond Fay, Paul E. Fitzpatrick, Robert H. Hallo-
well, James A. Lowell, George H. Richards, and Richard M.
Saltonstall.
The meeting then adjourned.
EDWARD E. ALLEN,
Secretary.
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES.
Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind,
Watertown, October 13, 1921.
Ladies and Gentlemen : — It is interesting to
note that our pupil attendance, which has averaged
290 for the past ten years, does not grow with the
population but keeps fairly constant; also that, while
many boys and girls remain twelve and even more
years, the average length of their stay is only about
six years. There is, indeed, a rapid exchange in pupil-
age, about 50 entering and 50 leaving for one cause
or another during any year. The school has never
been quite full. And for this reason we welcome an
occasional student who is over twenty-one years old,
if both the pupil and we are convinced that he will
fit in with a routine arranged for younger people.
And we often give trial also to boys and girls who are
" borderline" because of too much sight to become
finger readers. These get here the respite from eye
strain they need and often benefit in education while
gaining in courage, though as a rule it is not stimulat-
ing for them to remain long among people who are
really blind. Therefore, our Director is deeply inter-
ested in furthering the new movement for having
classes of semi-sighted children in the public schools.
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Ten of our Massachusetts cities already conduct such
classes; and last year 240 pupils attended them.
In general, our pupils enter from all over New
England; but some of them come from afar, seven
states outside of this section having been represented
last year. The seven pupils indicated were mostly
older girls and boys, who came for the vocational
study of music. Some of these also took a course or
two at the New England Conservatory of Music, and
all shared in the very unusual opportunities of hear-
ing the best music of Boston, which our splendid
Maria Kemble Oliver Fund makes possible. Since
1895, when Mr. Gardiner first directed our music
department, 19 Perkins students have studied at the
New England Conservatory; and he has otherwise
been able to keep up no little affiliation between the
two schools. For example, in 1915 he could say that
"with the satisfactory completion of our pianoforte
normal course the young teacher is given a certificate,
and should the recipient also complete the instru-
mental course at the New England Conservatory of
Music, this certificate is accepted by that school in
lieu of the normal work required there." Then, this
past season Mr. Gardiner was invited to bring the
Perkins choir to assist the Conservatory chorus at
the latter's annual concert, and he did so. In
December last our choir sang its Christmas music to
help the Watertown Public Library raise its quota
for the American Library Association " Books for
Everybody" fund. The proceeds were $245.70.
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Of the thousands of visitors who continue to come
to Perkins every year many remark: "What a pity
it is the pupils cannot see the beauty of the place."
Yes, it is beautiful, though very simply so; much of
that which attracts being site, layout and setting
in an old estate. Mr. Allen became convinced, while
at the Royal Normal College in London, that blind
people somehow respond to an environment of visible
beauty, as of course their teachers do— they who
make up the very important indirect environment of
the school. This idea he was able to impress first
upon his reconstruction of the Pennsylvania Institu-
tion at Overbrook, and later upon that of the new
Perkins at Watertown. In both cases the architects
knew how to combine simplicity and practicability
with beauty, and make each plant a model of its kind
for others to follow. Both institutions provide prima-
rily for physical well-being and only secondarily for
the esthetic. The two factors in a life are inheritance
and environment. The inheritance of most of our
pupils is poor. All we can give them then is the best
possible environment. And this comparatively ex-
pensive environment— if the public will call it so—
has proved itself in the years of our existence some-
thing which transforms and makes of many rather
helpless waifs noble men and women.
Between the years 1882 and 1907 the Perkins In-
stitution gave annually in early June a public exhibi-
tion of its activities. This it did in Boston Theatre
or Tremont Temple, before large and enthusiastic
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audiences. The present Director has preferred to do
his exhibiting at the institution, chiefly because he
could present a much better demonstration there.
But, although many more and fully as enthusiastic
audiences have been coming to Watertown, the Bos-
ton public did not attend as formerly, and these old
friends are still the ones we most wish to impress both
with the excellence of our achievements and with
our continued need of assistance and support. So
last May we resumed the town exhibition, giving it
in Jordan Hall before about 800 guests, most of whom
seemed surprised that blind children could be trained
to such precision in gymnastic drill and eager freedom
in games of competition as they saw them capable of
that afternoon. During the exercise in sewing and
knitting by little children the Rev. Francis E. Webster
of Waltham spoke stirringly of the efficiency and
needs of the Perkins Institution. Indeed, it must
not be supposed that, because we have now moved
our shut-in children to fireproof buildings and spa-
cious grounds, we can get along without the oldtime
affection and support; for we cannot. We need this
all the more imperatively these times when most
educational institutions have had to have recourse to
endowment drives. We should prefer not to resort
to this sort of thing. Hence, we welcome such gifts
and bequests as come in from time to time, even
though these are no longer so frequent or so large as
they used to be. Were it not that the Common-
wealth pays us the increased per capita tuition fee
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of $400, we should have to retrench greatly. As it
is we have not only not done so but have even
continued to extend and improve our course of
study and our facilities for the socialization of the
pupils. Our teachers have generally remained with
us stanchly and loyally, though by no means receiv-
ing the same large increases in salary other edu-
cators are now paid. Even so, our pupil per capita
maintenance cost has exceeded $600 since 1918-
1919.
The Perkins Institution is rich not in funds but
in facilities, — very unusual facilities, in fact; and
many are the requests from young blind people out-
side of New England who yearn to become its pupils.
Now, it would gratify the trustees beyond measure
could we afford to invite more of these applicants to
come to Watertown. We generally do have one or
two guest pupils studying with the rest. There is
one there now, a Corean from the Hawaiian Islands,
who will soon carry home the self-reliance he has
acquired at school. There was a Chinese child visit-
ing our kindergarten all last year. The Porto Rican
who was our guest between 1917-1919 has since then
opened the pioneer school for blind children of her
island. It is a vast satisfaction to be able to project
abroad the light of our little candle. Will not some
good friends create scholarships to multiply its rays?
In our last year's report we enlarged somewhat upon
this matter of scholarships for a few worthy outside
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blind, struggling to mount the stepping stone to
success.
Some years ago a former Perkins pupil left us
$1,000, "the income thereof to be used in aid of such
of the graduates of the school as may be chosen by
the authorities of said institution as worthy of as-
sistance to continue their education in any of the
Universities and Colleges of New England, or to
pursue a higher course in the study of music." Last
year a part of the accumulated income of this Put-
nam Scholarship Fund, so called, was used in send-
ing for lessons at the New England Conservatory of
Music a graduate of the class of 1920, who was
especially recommended by our department of music.
We were very glad indeed to be able to further the
new project taken up last year by the Graduate
School of Harvard University, — that of giving a
half-year extension course on the Education of the
Blind and the Semi-sighted. Our Director suggested
the undertaking to Director Hayes of the Massachu-
setts Division of the Blind, who first proposed it to
the Dean of that school and then persuaded the
Massachusetts Association for Promoting the Inter-
ests of the Adult Blind to help finance it. Though
the 32 different lecturers gave their services, there
were necessary expenses in getting and keeping such
a project going, which was efficiently done by its
Executive Secretary, Miss Lotta S. Rand. Some 30
of the Perkins Institution teachers registered for the
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course, and they, with about as many more workers
for the blind, imparted no little enthusiasm to it. It
was so successful, indeed, that the University of
Pennsylvania was readily persuaded to repeat the
course in Philadelphia, which it was enabled to do
quite as successfully through the active co-operation
of President Cadwalader of the Board of Managers
and of Principal Burritt and his staff of teachers, of
the School for the Blind at Overbrook.
The incentive and recognition which these courses
gave the work for the blind seems to have acted as
a leaven elsewhere also. Columbia University car-
ried out a course this past summer for home teachers
of the adult blind, and Peabody College for Teachers
at Nashville, Tenn., likewise had a summer course
for instructors of the young blind. This latter was
taught by two teachers from our Perkins staff, Miss
Jessica L. Langworthy and Miss Wilhelmina Hum-
bert. All four of the courses above mentioned have
been successful beyond expectation. And now the
Harvard Graduate School of Education has an-
nounced for this fall and winter a half-year exten-
sion course to be conducted by our Director, Mr.
Allen. It will be more academic, systematic and in-
tensive than the one given a year ago, and will in-
volve for those desiring credit, not only the visiting
of all local agencies for the blind, but also much re-
quired reading and the passing of a written exam-
ination. The rich collections of Perkins Institution
will be thrown open to the students, some of whom
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will even reside there for close observation of the
work and practice in its classes. So far as we know
no systematic courses for teachers of the blind have
ever been given before, — unless perhaps in Vienna,
Austria, where Director Mell and staff of the Imperial
Institution for the Blind did it for some years before
the war. There is not much literature in English on
the pedagogy and psychology of the blind and not
much in any language; the most of what there is is
in German. However, all that there is may be con-
sulted in our special blindiana library.
Another most promising step affecting the blind of
this country is the recent passage of the Industrial
Rehabilitation Act, by which people injured in in-
dustry or otherwise are to be helped to get on their
feet again. Any re-education involved is to be given
by the several states, which may then collect half the
cost from the federal government. This act, already
accepted by most of the states, including Massachu-
setts, embraces those blinded from whatever cause
and would seem to promise a lifting of the economic
status of the blind and, with it, their social status.
While neither poverty nor blindness can be legis-
lated out of existence, both may be wonderfully miti-
gated and lessened and, we believe, are destined to
be. When the blind are no longer permitted to beg
upon our streets the education of the young blind
will have been advanced as if by magic.
Still another bit of legislation that has already
helped in these matters locally is the appropriation
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by the 1919 Massachusetts legislature for aiding the
needy blind. This money is not bestowed in the form
of pensions but of relief , being dispensed month by
month according to the best judgment of the Division
of the Blind.
The recent prominence given the rehabilitation of
the war-blinded, both in this country and abroad,
especially in England, has in various ways helped
along the cause of the civilian blind. Several of our
schools have contributed through release of their
trained instructors, our own school by giving up
first Mr. Harold B. Molter and then Mr. Arthur E.
Holmes, both to become supervisors of the blind for
the Federal Board for Vocational Education. Then
Miss Gerda L. Wahlberg, teacher of sloyd for the
past fifteen years to our girls' primary school, left
us to become Reconstruction Aide in the Occupa-
tional Therapy Department of the United States
Public Health Service. Not only has good to the
civilian blind come out of the war, but more good is
to follow. The burden of last summer's convention
of the American Association of Workers for the Blind
was the creation of an American Foundation in be-
half of all the blind, an agency that is of splendid
potentiality.
We have dwelt upon the above-mentioned larger
aspects of the cause of which we are but a part,
since these events have affected and fostered every
part. Mr. Allen has treated these at greater length
in his bulletin on " Special Features in the Educa-
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tion of the Blind during the Biennium 1918-1920/'
contributed to the Bureau of Education for its Bien-
nial Survey of Education in the United States.
The condition of blindness is one of much shut-
inness. The invention of the telephone, suggested
as it was through efforts to render the vibrations of
the human voice visible to deaf students of speech,
has proved far more liberating to the blind, who take
vast comfort in visiting by wire. And now has come
the " wireless," which is destined to broadcast over
the world music and messages of many sorts, and so
help even more to emancipate the blind from their
shut-inness. A former pupil of ours, Clarence
Hawkes, the nature writer, tells us that his wireless
outfit proved a blessing to him last winter, and re-
marks: "I can think of nothing else which would so
appeal to the imagination of the blind as the wireless
telephone, and which would so connect them up with
the world."
It so happens that our teacher of science, who had
become enthusiastic over radio work during the war,
was encouraged last fall to set up a station at Perkins
and to introduce the subject to his older boys. This
he did with most satisfactory results. The school
career of the average blind person is rarely punctuated
with the enthusiastic pursuit of pastimes, and of all
young people he needs to cultivate them then if ever.
Science and club activities, when well-conducted and
controlled, open up fields of interest and education
which no school like ours can afford to ignore. Alike
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for conduct and accomplishment, no recent year in
the boys' department has been a better one.
Indeed, the year in all departments was singularly
effective. The general health was excellent, and the
atmosphere and spirit wholesome and productive.
Since fencing-in the kindergarten playgrounds we
have been able to re-introduce much of the old play
apparatus and have added hatches for a few pets,
such as guinea pigs and rabbits, for which some of
the children, under an enthusiastic teacher, have
grown carrots, turnips and such like crops.
This past summer Miss Alice M. Lane conducted
for the sixth season her camp for twelve little blind
girls on the shores of a pond at Georgetown, Mass.
In June five pupils were handed their high school
diplomas and two their certificates on having com-
pleted the course in piano teaching and two that
in piano tuning.
During the summer Miss Ellen H. Packard, who
for the past five years had been principal of the girls'
school, resigned to accept the deanship of Hebron
Academy. Her place will be taken by Miss Elsie
H. Simonds, a graduate of Mount Holyoke College,
who has taught for us since 1908.
For two weeks in July Mr. Fowler, instructor and
manager of our tuning department, held at the insti-
tution an all-day summer school course on the care
and tuning of the piano player. Seven certificated
piano tuners attended, all of them former pupils of
his department, two being home on their vacation
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from the schools for the blind in Salem, Oregon, and
Vancouver, Washington, where they are instructors.
One former pupil of the institution has recently
graduated from the Harvard Law School and is
now practicing his profession. Another is a student
there. Still another is studying law at Northeastern
College. Three others, young women, were selected
by the Division of the Blind to do pioneer work for
the blind in selling over the counter in Boston de-
partment stores; and they have made good. Given
the background of education and also good person-
ality and initiative, blind individuals can do this
thing acceptably with the material help of the same
certograph which the other salespeople use and, of
course, the personal co-operation of the employer.
The reason why so many educated blind people still
follow simple handicrafts is that the general public
is unwilling to grant them openings where intelligence
is the main factor.
Among the very first blind children taught by Dr.
Howe at the home of his father, back in 1832, was
Sophia Carter of Andover. Her surviving sister, Miss
Emily Carter, has presented the institution with an
oil portrait of this child, which has already become
a possession of interest and value.
The Perkins Institution library of embossed books,
though primarily for the use of present pupils of the
school, has become more and more the regional lend-
ing library for the blind of all New England. Believ-
ing as Mr. Allen does that finger reading is as great
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a boon to the blind as any other avocation can be,
he has continually sought to create new incentives
for it. First, he enormously increased the yearly
output of the Howe Memorial Press in the form of
choice short stories in Braille and heralded the fact
through printed announcements and through the
traveling home teachers to the adults. This past
season he has met the five Massachusetts home teach-
ers and received from them certain recommendations
which he has put in practice. He has also caused the
library to be kept open all summer rather than to
continue sending out in advance all the books desired
for summer reading. While this has meant the em-
ployment of a summer circulating librarian, it has
immediately justified itself, for the circulation has
jumped from 363 in the summer of 1920 to 1,225 in
that of 1921. The outside circulation for the school
year 1920-1921 was 8,922.
Mr. Bryan, manager of the Howe Memorial Press,
reports that this past year's product was 3,128 em-
bossed plates, and 153,000 printed pages. He also
dispensed 1,921 Braille slates and 4,393 writing sty-
luses; and he has sold 18 of the new Perkins Institu-
tion Braillewriters at $49 apiece, which is something-
less than actual cost.
Mr. Bryan, who is also manager of our workshop
at South Boston, reports a very successful year, with
ample employment for his 22 blind people in mat-
tress and pillow making and in chair caning. This
workshop carries on a brisk little business of about
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$50,000 a year, and in a certain restricted sense is
self-sustaining-. This year its blind workmen and
workwomen were paid in round numbers $14,000 in
wages as against $7,000 to the same number for no
more work in 1914.
At the beginning of the current year, October 1,
1921, the number of blind persons registered at the
Perkins Institution was 315, or eleven more than on
the same date of the previous year. This number
includes 78 boys and 85 girls in the upper school, 54
boys and 61 girls in the lower school, 15 teachers and
officers and 22 adults in the workshop at South Bos-
ton. There have been 64 admitted and 53 discharged
during the year.
Causes of Blindness of Pupils admitted during the
School Year 1920-1921. — Ophthalmia neonatorum,
10; Interstitial keratitis, 3; Ulcerative keratitis, 3;
Keratitis, 1; Iritis, 1; Accident, 8; Optic atrophy,
9; Congenital optic atrophy, 3; Congenital cataract
and optic atrophy, 1; Congenital cataracts, 5; Con-
genital defects, 3; Congenital amblyopia, 2; Con-
genital optic neuritis, 1; Congenital hypermetropia,
1 ; Aniridia, 1 ; Buphthalmos, 1 ; Ectopia leutes, 1
;
Corneal opacities, 1.
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Death of Members of the Corporation.
Miss Mary G. Callahan; James Harvey Chace;
Samuel P. Colt; Mrs. Julia, wife of J. Randolph
Coolidge; T. Jefferson Coolidge; Miss Sarah
M. Fay; Miss Annie E. Fisher; Mrs. C. Estelle,
widow of James Lawrence ; Charles Elliot Loud ;
James M. Prendergast; Mrs. Grace E., widow of
William Howell Reed; James B. Winsor.
All which is respectfully submitted by
ROBERT AMORY,
ANNIE GILMAN ANGIER,
FRANCIS HENRY APPLETON,
WILLIAM ENDICOTT,
THOMAS J. FAY,
PAUL E. FITZPATRICK,
PAUL REVERE FROTHINGHAM,
ROBERT H. HALLOWELL,
JAMES ARNOLD LOW^ELL,
GEORGE H. RICHARDS,
WILLIAM L. RICHARDSON,
RICHARD M. SALTONSTALL,
Trustees.
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THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CONCERT
By the Choik of the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts
School for the Blind
Assisted by the Orchestra of the New England Conservatory
of Music
In Jordan Hall, Boston,
Friday Evening, May 27, 1921, at 8.15 o'clock.
The Soloists are —
Miss Edith Matthews, Soprano.
(Graduate, 1920; Post Graduate, Music Department, 1921.)
Mr. Tom Williams, Baritone.
(New England Conservatory of Music.)
Mr. Malcolm Cobb, Organist.
(Graduate, 1918; Post Graduate, Music Department; Member Junior
Class, New England Conservatory of Music, 1921.)
Mr. Edwin L. Gardiner, Conductor.
PROGRAM.
Land-Sighting, Greig-Spicker
Chorus with baritone solo.
Three Pictures from The Tower of Babel, .... Rubinstein
Chorus of the Sons of Shem.
Chorus of the Sons of Ham.
Chorus of the Sons of Japhet.
Aria — "With Verdure Clad," from "The Creation," . .Haydn
Miss Matthews.
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TheElfhorns, Bullard
Chorus — a cappella.
A Red, Red Rose, Hadieu
Chorus — a cappella.
Chorus of Bacchantes, Gounod
Allegro from the Sixth Organ Symphony, Widor
Mr. Cobb.
Chorus of Homage, Gericke
The Nights 0' Spring, McCollin
Chorus — a cappella.
The Night has a Thousand Eyes, Nevin, E.
Violin obligate.
The De'il's Awa, Lamater
Chorus — a cappella.
Fair Ellen, Bruch
A cantata for chorus with soprano and baritone solos.
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GRADUATING EXERCISES OF THE PERKINS
INSTITUTION AND MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL
FOR THE BLIND.
Tuesday, June 21, 1921, 10.30 a.m.
PROGRAM.
Organ — Choral in A minor, ....
Roger True Walker.
Essays
:
Opportunities of Alaska
Herman Alfred Blair.
The World's Oil Supply
Arthur Lawton Quirk.
Folk Music
Buryl Wilson Retting.
Pianoforte solo — "Cracovienne Fantastique,
"
Marguerite Aileen Graham.
Essays
Americanism
World Disarmament
Henry Troy Istas.
Edward Joseph Craig.
Violin solo -— Fantaisie in C,
Buryl Wilson Retting.
Cesar Franch
Paderewski
Vieuxtemps
Presentation of diplomas and certificates.
Chorus — "The Twenty-third Psalm/' Neidlinger
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Graduates of the Class of 1921.
Herman Alfred Blair. Henry Troy Istas.
Edward Joseph Craig. Arthur Lawton Quirk.
Buryl Wilson Retting.
Certificates from the Pianoforte Normal Department.
Malcolm Langdon Cobb. Marguerite Aileen Graham.
Certificates from the Pianoforte Tuning Department.
Herman Alfred Blair. Sidney Borden Durfee.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.
I. — Acknowledgments for Concerts, Recitals and
Dramatics.
To Mr. W. H. Brennan, for thirty tickets for the course
of symphony concerts in Sanders Theatre, Cambridge.
To the National Civic Federation, for twenty tickets
for a concert by Mr. Emilio De Gogorza and Mr. Richard
Burgin in Symphony Hall, Boston.
To Mr. Grant Mitchell, for a general invitation to a
special performance of his play, "The Champion", at Park
Square Theatre, Boston.
To Mr. Wendell H. Luce, for eight tickets for a recital
by Mr. Louis Bennett, baritone, in Jordan Hall, Boston.
To Mr. Aaron Richmond, for twelve tickets for a song
recital by Miss Esther Gaff in Jordan Hall, Boston.
To Mr. H. B. Williams, manager, for six tickets for a
pianoforte recital by Mr. Lee Pattison in Jordan Hall,
Boston.
To Mrs. Anna May Peabody, Miss Emilie Poulsson
and Miss Harriet Littell, for a general invitation to the
pupils to attend Mr. Edward Avis' "Bird Song Recital" in
Bulfinch Place Church, Boston.
To Mrs. A. Lincoln Filene, for ten tickets, and Miss
Josephine R. Harrington, for four tickets for a concert
by pupils of the Boston Music School Settlement at Copley-
Plaza Hotel, Boston.
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II. Acknowledgments for Recitals, Lectures and
Dramatics in Our Hall.
To Prof. Carl Faelten, for a pianoforte recital.
To Mr. William Strong, for a pianoforte recital.
To Mrs. Cleveland-Lewis, for a lecture on "Present-
Day Problems on the Pacific Coast."
To Prof. Harold Whitehead, for a talk on "Business
Fundamentals."
To Mr. John Orth and Miss Phyllis Lations, for a
pianoforte recital.
To Mr. Arthur F. Sullivan, for a talk on the American
Red Cross of to-day.
To Mrs. Lucia Ames Mead, for a lecture on "The New
Education."
To Prof. Albert H. Gilmer and pupils from Tufts and
Jackson colleges, members of "The Masque," for a presenta-
tion of Clyde Fitch's "The Truth."
III. — Acknowledgments for Periodicals and News-
papers.
California News, Christian Record (embossed), Colorado
Index, Florida School Herald, Illuminator (embossed), In-
dustrial Enterprise, Matilda Ziegler Magazine (embossed),
The Mentor, Michigan Mirror, Ohio Chronicle, Open Road,
Posse Gymnasium, Red Cross Bulletin, Rocky Mountain
Leader, The Theosophical Path, The Utah Eagle, West
Virginia Tablet, Woman Citizen.
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IV. — Acknowledgments for Gifts and Services.
To Dr. Henry Hawkins and Dr. Harold B. Chandler,
for professional services.
To the Massachusetts Charitable Eye and Ear In-
firmary, the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, the Massa-
chusetts Homceopathic Hospital and the Vincent Me-
morial Hospital, for care and treatment of pupils.
To Miss Marion Johns, for embossed books.
To Miss Julia A. Burnham, for mounted birds and
shells.
To the Committee for the Blind, Temple Israel, Bos-
ton, for clothing, for parties given in our cottages, for trans-
portation of pupils, and for a summer outing for some of
our pupils.
To Mrs. Adams of Woolson House, Cambridge, Mrs.
Walter H. James of Waltham, Mrs. David Evans of
Watertown and the Belmont Unitarian Girls' Club,
through Miss Tileston, for the entertainment of pupils.
To Mrs. Walter C. Baylies, Mrs. Allen Danforth
of Plymouth, Mr. Frederick Walsh and Miss Lillie
Walsh, Mrs. E. E. Rogers, and a club of eight boys
through Charles Weil Dreyfus, secretary, for gifts of
money for special occasions; and to a class of boys in
Hudson, Mass., through Mrs. M. E. Picker, the Hudson
Campfire Girls, and Phillips School, Wellesley Hills, for
gifts of money, fruit and candy.
To Mrs. John Chipman Gray, Dr. Francis I. Proctor,
Mrs. C. Bancroft Davis, Mrs. George H. Monks, Mrs.
E. Preble Motley, and Mr. Moses E. Ferguson, for
fruit and preserves.
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To Mr. and Miss Walsh, Miss Maey Adams, Mrs.
J. Verner Critchley, Miss Elizabeth Ward and the
Wellesley Junior High School, for Christmas toys and
joys.
To Mrs. Critchley, Mrs. Benjamin Stern, the Misses
Slocum, Mrs. L. L. Hicks, Mrs. Edward Lane, Mrs.
Robert Fowler, Mrs. F. J. Durgin, Mrs. F. W. Col-
burn, Mrs. and Miss Manton, Miss Eleanor F. Kelly,
Mrs. Louis Rosenbaum and St. Mary's Guild of the
Church of the Good Shepherd, for clothing; and to Mrs.
Rosenbaum, for dolls' beds and for hair ribbons.
To Mr. C. H. Bird of New Haven, Conn., for a chess-
board and men.
To Mrs. Harold J. Coolidge, for andirons, pictures and
confectionery.
To Temple Ohabei Shalom, through Mrs. Edward
Goldman and Mrs. Jacob Wachtel, for a Victrola.
To Miss Eleanor S. Parker, Miss Annie E. Fisher,
Mr. and Mrs. Perry of Cambridge, Mr. Parker B. Field,
Mr. F. H. Pratt and the White Star Touring Line,
for transportation of pupils on pleasure jaunts.
To Mr. S. J. Kafelas, for plants.
To Mr. Horace Davy, for three Belgian rabbits.
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LIST OF PUPILS
October 1, 1921.
Upper School.
Adams, Louise.
Adomaitis, Elsie.
Baker, Elsie.
Bessette, Vedora.
Bierman, Mary.
Billow, Ruth K.
Blake, Clarissa H.
Bolton, Gladys M.
Boone, Florence M.
Bosnia, Gelske.
Bradbury, Thelma M.
Brooks, Madeline D.
Brown, Dorothy M.
Brustuen, Sonora I.
Buckley, Alice.
Cherlin, Mary.
Clancy, Elizabeth.
Coakley, Alice L.
Cohen, Ruth.
Comtois, Eva.
Connors, Margaret.
Critchley, Bosamond M.
Demers, Germaine M.
Doyle, Mary E.
Drake, Helena M.
Dufresne, Irene.
Dunn, Mary C.
Duquette, Irene.
Eastman, M. Albertina.
Elliott, Ethel S.
Ennis, Ethel F.
Farnsworth, Esther M.
Fiske, Dorothy T.
Flanagan, M. Ursula.
Flynn, Marie E.
Gilbert, Eva V.
Goff, Eva.
Gray, Emma R.
Guiney, Julia.
Haigh, Laura A.
Hall, Jane A.
Hallock, Flora B.
Hamel, Irene.
Hanley, Mary.
Hilton, Charlotte.
Hinckley, Dorothy M.
Jefferson, Annie.
Kababdjian, Nouritza.
Keefe, Mildred.
Kelley, Beulah C.
Lagerstrom, Ellen M.
Lanoue, Edna.
Leppanen, Mary.
L'Heureux, Juliette.
Linscott, Jennie M.
Lyon, Hazel.
Matthews, Edith M.
McMeekin, Jennie.
Miles, Mildred C.
Minutti, Desaleina.
Montgomery, Ethel A.
Murphy, Ellen.
Najarian, Nevart.
O'Neil, Charlotte.
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Perault, Yvonne A.
Person, Erine A.
Peteroff, Sarah.
Poirier, Delina M.
Pond, Flora E.
Rollins, Mary L.
Rose, Sadie.
Rowe, Margaret C.
Saladino, Rose M.
Severance, Georgia M.
Shea, Mary Ellen.
Skipp, Doris M.
Smyth, Eva H.
Sullivan, Ellinor.
Terry, Annie B.
Thebeau, Marie.
Trudel, Olive C.
Turner, Mildred H.
Wall, Agnes M.
Weathers, Dorothy.
Wilcox, Bertha M.
Adams, Lyman H.
Amiro, Gilbert.
Antonucci, Alberto.
Belinsky, Samuel.
Bergeron, Albert.
Blair, Herman A.
Bowen, Frederick W.
Cobb, Malcolm L.
Conley, Edward.
Craig, Edward J.
Curtiss, Miles B.
Cushman, Ralph.
DiMartino, Matthew.
Eaton, Charles P.
Egan, John P.
Epaminonda, John.
Evans, Walter C.
Frende, John.
Gaffney, George J.
Gagnon, Albert.
Gagnon, Lionel.
Gallant, M. John.
Goguen, Raoul.
Gould, Francis E.
Gray, Wales H.
Hanley, Thomas A
.
Houle, Walter.
Inglis, John S.
Istas, Henry T.
Jablonski, Joseph.
Jenkins, Edward W.
Katwick, Arthur D.
Keefe, Clarence G.
Kelleher, Thomas A.
Kierstead, Edward L.
Kim, Kong Y.
Krafve, Karl H.
Laminan, Oiva.
Laminan, Toivo.
Le Roi, Francis H.
Liberacki, Edward.
MacGinnis, Raymond H.
Maloney, Everett S.
McCarthy, Eugene C.
McGilJicuddy, John.
McLaughlin, Lloyd H.
Medeiros, John.
Mennassian, Souran.
Munn, Daniel J.
Munro, George H.
Navarra, Gaspere.
Nelson, Ralph R.
Oldham, Milner.
Oliver, Joseph.
O'Neill, Ralph L.
Paquette, Armel.
Paraboschi, Joseph.
Peavejr, Francis P.
Pedersen, Edward M.
Pendergast, Jerome.
Perry, Emerson C.
Rainville, Ernest C.
Rasmussen, Lewis A.
Rosenbloom, Robert.
Rubin, Manual.
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St. George, William.
Schoner, Emil.
Silva, Arthur P.
Slaby, Peter J.
Spencer, Merton S.
Stone, Walter C.
Vaillancourt, Maurice A.
Vance, Alvin L.
Vetal, Herbert M.
Walker, Roger T.
Weston, Gordon W.
Winton, Henry W.
Withers, Harold.
Lower School.
Allen, Elizabeth M.
Barnard, Eliza B.
Bazarian, Mary.
Beliveau, Leontine T.
Braley, Ruth I.
Buckley, Frances A.
Busbyscbell, Barbara M.
Cambridge, Mollie.
Carnes, Florence I.
Casella, Frances.
Colaizzi, Josephine.
Corsi, Angelina.
Costa, Marianna.
Coughlin, Ethel.
Curran, Catherine.
Daniels, Dorothy D.
De Dominicis, Edith.
Doherty, Kathleen E.
Duverger, Loretta V.
Edwards, Eleanor B.
Elliott, Mary.
Fanning, Gladys L.
Farnham, Barbara E.
Ferrarini, Yolande.
Glynn, Helen.
Goodwin, Helen J.
Harasimowicz, Alice.
Haswell, Thelma R.
Hinckley, Geraldine.
Holland, Doris A.
Ingersoll, Dorothy.
Kazanjian, Zaroohie.
Landry, Edwina.
Lanoue, Helen.
Laurenzo, Carolina.
Lyons, Mary L.
MacDonald, Katherine.
Macdougall, Mildred D.
McCusker, Margaret M.
McGovern, Velma.
McMullin, Beatrice M.
Nadeau, Olivina M.
Nowicki, Janina.
Ogilvie, Hilda M.
Pimental, Mary V.
Poirier, Emma.
Rankin, Margaret D.
Reese, Helen.
Saladino, Beatrice L.
Samon, Stacey.
Santos, Emily.
Saverino, Maimie.
Scott, Arline R.
Silvia, Emma.
Simmons, Bertha.
Smith, Dorothy L.
Stanievicz, Mary.
Stutwoota, Mary.
Tirrella, Helen.
Wheeler, Theresa.
Williams, Dorothy M.
Barrett, Robert C.
Berube, Walter.
Cammarano, Angelo.
Campbell, Peter F.
Carlos, Antone F.
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Caroselli, Andrea.
Case, William A.
Casella, Charles.
Chombeau, Bertrand.
Combs, Raymond L.
Cormier, Alfred.
Cowick, Orville H.
Cullen, George F.
Davy, Horace.
Donovan, Thomas J.
Dore, Charles W.
Dow, Ralph E. F.
Dunbar, Kenneth A.
Egan, Robert J.
Ferguson, George A.
Fletcher, Earl H.
Gagnon, Rene.
Giuliano, Paolo.
Goodwin, Earl E.
Grime, G. Edward.
Hannon, James E.
Hatch, Arthur F.
Hendrick, Horatio W.
Henry, Paul W.
Holmes, Rutherford B.
Hurley, Arnold E.
Keller, Frederick H.
Lamarine, William L.
Leone, Amadeo.
Libby, Arthur C.
Lippitt, Raymond A.
Meuse, Lawrence A.
Meuse, Paul R.
Micbaud, J. Armand.
Morse, Kenneth.
Paquette, Armand.
Pike, Norman N.
Pratt, Marston T.
Rainville, Harvey L.
Remington, Joseph H.
Reynolds, Waldo F.
Shaw, Harris E.
Shulman, George.
Simoneau, Henry J.
Stott, Lester W.
Summerhayes, Paul R.
Thompson, R. Lawrence.
Tobey, Arthur W.
Wesson, Kermit 0.
The places from which these pupils come and the number
from each place follows: —
Massachusetts,
Rhode Island,
Maine, .
New Hampshire,
Vermont,
Connecticut, .
New York,
191
30
18
14
12
4
2
Hawaii, .
Virginia,
Ohio,
South Dakota,
Canada, .
Turkey, .
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SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR THOMAS STRINGER.
Permanent Fund for Thomas Stringer.
[This fund is being raised with the distinct understanding that
it is to be placed under the control and care of the trustees of the
Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind, and that
only the net income is to be given to Tom so long as he is not provided
for in any other way, and is unable to earn his living, the principal re-
maining intact forever. It is further understood, that, at his death,
or when he ceases to be in need of this assistance, the income of this
fund is to be applied to the support and education of some child who is
both blind and deaf and for whom there is no provision made either
by the state or by private individuals.]
Seabury, Miss Sarah E., $25 00
Sohier, Miss Mary D., .
. 25 00
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STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS.
Boston, October 13, 1921.
Messrs. Warren Motley, F. H. Appleton, Jr., Auditors, Perkins
Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind, Watertovm,
Massachusetts.
Gentlemen:— I have audited the accounts of Albert Thorndike,
Treasurer of the Institution, for the fiscal year ending August 31.
1921, and have found that aU income from investments and proceeds
from sales of securities have been accounted for, and that the dona-
tions, subscriptions, and miscellaneous receipts, as shown by the
books, have been deposited in bank to the credit of the Treasurer of
the Institution.
I have vouched all disbursements and verified the bank balances as
at the close of the fiscal year.
The stocks and bonds in the custody of the Treasurer on August
31, 1921, were counted by the Auditing Committee and the schedules
of the securities, examined by them, were then submitted to me and
found to agree with those called for by the books.
I hereby certify that the following statements covering the Insti-
tution, Howe Memorial Press Fund, and Kindergarten, correctly set
forth the income and expenditures for the fiscal year ending August
31, 1921.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN MONTGOMERY,
Certified Public Accountant.
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INSTITUTION.
Balance Sheet, August 31, 1921.
Assets.
Plant:—
Real estate, Watertown $680,049 22
Real estate, South Boston, ..... 8,647 74
$688,696 96
Equipment:—
Furniture and household, $12,365 17
Tools, etc., : : . - . 655 96
Music department 20,300 00
Library department, . . . . . . 63,695 17
Works department, 14,142 77
111,159 07
Investments :—
Real estate, $208,078 74
Stocks and bonds, 490,749 91
Stocks and bonds— Varnum Fund, . . 82,278 28
781,106 93
Inventory of provisions and supplies 510 00
Accounts receivable 16,522 28
E. E. Allen, Trustee 733 90
Cash on hand, 11,46141
Total, $1,610,190 55
Liabilities.
General account, . $438,6S2 81
Funds: —
Special, . ... . . . -. . . $52,667 00
Permanent,
. 294,283 95
General 814,160 35
1,161,111 30
Unexpended income, special funds, 8,823 73
Gifts for clock and organ 27 00
Vouchers payable, 1,545 71
Total . $1,610,190 55
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Condensed Treasurer's Income Account, Year ending August 31, 1921.
Rent net income, $10,296 87
Interest and dividends, general purposes, ..... 26,318 28
Interest and dividends, special funds, 2,578 90
Annuities 1,200 00
Donations, 7,803 00
Tuition and board, Massachusetts, .... $37,400 00
Tuition and board, others, 33,442 24
70,842 24
Total, $119,039 29
Less special fund income to special fund accounts, $2,578 90
Less Treasurer's miscellaneous expenses, . . . 484 71
3,063 61
Net income, $115,975 68
Net charge to Director, $109,953 89
Repairs, faulty construction 2,489 09
112,442 98
Balance of income, $3,532 70
Income, Special Funds.
On hand September 1, 1920, $8,148 35
Income 1920-1921,
_
2,578 90
Total $10,727 25
Distributed, 1,903 52
Unexpended income August 31, 1921 $8,823 73
Condensed Director's Expense Account, Year ending August 31, 1921.
Administration: —
Salaries and wages, $6,200 84
Other expenses, 818 17
$7,019 01
Maintenance and operation of plant: —
Salaries and wages $23,415 32
Other expenses: —
Provisions, $18,708 01
Light, heat and power, . . 18,309 80
Household furnishings and sup-
plies 3,513 78
Insurance and water, . . 1,786 51
Repairs, 3,899 56
Publicity, 1,070 04
Depreciation on furniture,
household equipment, tools,
etc., 1,350 94
Miscellaneous 1,440 36
50,079 00
73,494 32
Amount carried forward, $80,513 33
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Amount brought forward, $80,513 33
"Instruction and school supplies:—
Salaries and wages, $28,714 02
Other expenses, 1,159 94
29,873 96
Total, $110,387 29
Less net income, Tuning department, . . . $350 72
Less net income, Works department, ... 82 68
433 40
Net charge to Director, $109,953 89
WORKS DEPARTMENT.
Profit and Loss Account, Year ending August 31, 1921.
Revenue.
Sales, $49,661 84
Expenditures.
Material used
. $15,478 60
Salaries and wages, 26,587 03
General expense, • 5,977 53
Auto expense, 684 33
Total expenditures, 48,727 49
Profit $934 35
Deduct:—
Difference in inventory of tools and equipment, $878 06
Bad accounts written off, 98 10
Total $976 16
Less : —
Recovered from bad debts, . .
. . 124 49
851 67
Total profit for year ended August 31, 1921, . . . $82 68
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INSTITUTION FUNDS AND LEGACIES.
Special funds :—
Robert C. Billings (for deaf, dumb and blind)
Joseph B. Glover (for blind and deaf),
Harris Fund (Outdoor Relief) , .
Maria Kemble Oliver (Music), .
Elizabeth P. Putnam (Higher Education),
A. Shuman (Clothing Fund),
$4,000 00
5,000 00
26,667 00
15,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
Permanent funds:—
Charlotte Billings $40,507 00
Stoddard Capen 13,770 00
Jennie M. Colby, in memory of, ... 100 00
Ella Newman Curtis Fund, .... 2,000 00
Stephen Fairbanks,
. . . . . . 10,000 00
Harris Fund (General Purposes) , . . . 53,333 00
Benjamin Humphrey, 25,000 00
Prentiss M. Kent, 2,500 00
Jonathan E. Pecker, . . . . . . 950 00
Richard Perkins, 20,000 00
Mrs. Marilla L. Pitts, in memory of, . . 5,000 00
Frank Davison Rust Memorial, . . . 4,000 00
Samuel E. Sawyer, ....... 2,174 77
Charles Frederick Smith, 8,663 00
Timothy Smith, 2,000 00
Mary Lowell Stone, 3,000 00
Alfred T. Turner, 1,000 00
Anne White Vose 12,994 00
Charles L. Young, 5,000 00
William Varnum Fund, . . . . . 82,292 18
General funds: —
Elizabeth B. Bailey $3,000 00
Eleanor J. W. Baker, 2,500 00
Calvin W. Barker, 1,859 32
Lucy B. Barker, . . . . . . . 5,953 21
Francis Bartlett 2,500 00
Mary Bartol, 300 00
Thompson Baxter, 322 50
Robert C. Billings 25,000 00
Susan A. Blaisdell 5,832 66
William T. Bolton, 555 22
George W. Boyd . - 5,000 00
Caroline E. Boyden, 1,930 39
J. Putnam Bradlee, 268,391 24
Charlotte A. Bradstreet, 10,508 70
J. Edward Brown, 100,000 00
T. O. H. P. Burnham 5,000 00
Amounts carried forward, $438,653 24
$52,667 00
294,283 95
$346,950 95
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Amounts brought forward, $438,653 24 $346,950 95
General funds — Continued.
Edward F. Cate, 5,000 00
Fanny Channing, . 2,000 00
Ann Eliza Colburn, 5,000 00
Susan J. Conant 500 00
William A. Copeland 1,000 00
Louise F. Crane, 5,000 00
Harriet Otis Cruft, 6,000 00
David Cummings, 7,723 07
Chastine L. Cushing 500 00
I. W. Danforth, 2,500 00
Susan L. Davis 1,500 00
Joseph Descalzo, . 1,000 00
John H. Dix 10,000 00
Alice J. H. Dwinell 200 00
Mary E. Eaton, 5,000 00
Mortimer C. Ferris Memorial, . . . 1,000 00
Mary Helen Freeman 1,000 00
Cornelia Anne French, 10,000 00
Martha A. French, 164 40
Ephraim L. Frothingham, 1,700 00
Jessie P. Fuller 200 00
Thomas Garfield, 6,685 38
Albert Glover 1,000 00
Joseph B. Glover, 5,000 00
Charlotte L. Goodnow, 6,471 23
Ellen Hammond, 1,000 00
Hattie S. Hathaway, . . . . . . 500 00
Charles H. Hayden 23,050 63
John C. Haynes, 1,000 00
Joseph H. Heywood, 500 00
Margaret A. Holden, 3,708 32
Charles Sylvester Hutchison, .... 2,156 00
Ernestine M. Kettle 10,000 00
Lydia F. Knowles 50 00
Catherine M. Lamson, 6,000 00
William Litchfield 7,951 48
Hannah W. Loring 9,500 00
Susan B. Lyman, ....... 4,809 78
Stephen W. Marston, . . . ' . . . 5,000 00
Charles Merriam 1,000 00
Joseph F. Noera 2,000 00
Sarah Irene Parker, 699 41
George Francis Parkman, 50,000 00
Grace Parkman, 500 00
Philip G. Peabody, 1,200 00
Edward D. Peters, 500 00
Henry L. Pierce, 20,000 00
Sarah E.Pratt 1,000 00
Amounts carried forward, .... $676,922 94 $346,950 95
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Amounts brought forward, .... $676,92294 $346,95095
General funds — Concluded.
Matilda B. Richardson 300 00
Mary L. Ruggles 3,000 00
Marian Russell, 5,000 00
Nancy E. Rust, 2,640 00
Joseph Scholfield 2,500 00
Richard Black Sewell, 25,000 00
Margaret A. Simpson, 800 00
Esther W. Smith, 5,000 00
The Maria Spear Bequest for the Blind, . . 15,000 00
Henry F. Spencer, 1,000 00
Joseph C. Storey, 5,000 00
Sophronia S. Sunbury, 365 19
Mary F. Swift 1,391 00
William Taylor, 893 36
Joanna C. Thompson, 1,000 00
William Timlin, 3,000 00
Mary Willson Tucker, 465 32
George B. Upton, 10,000 00
Abbie T. Vose, 1,000 00
Horace W. Wadleigh 2,000 00
Joseph K. Wait 3,000 00
Harriot Ware 1,952 02
Charles F. Webber (by sale of part of vested
remainder interest under his will) , . . 11,500 00
Mary Ann P. Weld 2,000 00
Cordelia H. Wheeler, 800 00
Opha J. Wheeler 3,086 77
Samuel Brenton Whitney, 1,000 00
Mehitable C. C. Wilson, 543 75
Thomas T. Wyman, 20,000 00
Fanny Young 8,000 00
814,160 35
$1,161,111 30
DONATIONS, INSTITUTION ACCOUNT.
Committee of the Permanent Charity Fund, In-
corporated, $3,375 00
Everett, Henry C, Jr 5 00
Plummer, Charles A., 5 00
Ropes, Mrs. Mary G., 100 00
Rosenthal, Morris 200 00
Shattuck, Henry L 50 00
$3,735 00
Through the Ladies' Auxiliary Society, 4,068 00
$7,803 00
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HOWE MEMORIAL PRESS FUND.
Balance Sheet, August 31, 1921.
Equipment and supplies:—
Printing plant, $874 59
Machinery 4,864 78
Printing inventory, 13,057 30
Appliances manufactured, 8,031 48
Appliances purchased, 343 38
Embossing inventory, 1,396 64
Stationery, etc., 777 88
$29,346 05
Investments : —
Stocks and bonds, ......... 161,961 21
Notes and accounts receivable, . . 3,040 75
Cash on hand 4,144 83
Total, $198,492 84
Liabilities.
General account, $181,847 03
Funds:—
Permanent, $5,000 00
General, 11,390 00
16,390 00
Vouchers payable,
. . . 255 81
Total, $198,492 84
Condensed Treasurer's Income Account, Year ending August 31, 1921.
Interest and dividends, $10,535 90
Donation ' 50 00
Other income, 53 03
Total $10,638 93
Less Treasurer's expenses 52 50
Net income $10,586 43
Net charge to Director 10,860 60
Deficit, $274 17
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Condensed Director's Expense Account, Year ending August 31, 1921.
Maintenance and operation of plant: —
Embossing, $1,048 46
Printing, 4,893 43
Appliances manufactured, 3,972 16
Appliances purchased, 215 35
Stationery 725 00
Library, 2,767 31
Depreciation on machinery and equipment, . 590 14
Loss on bad accounts, 2 01
Miscellaneous appropriations, . . . . 110 00
Miscellaneous salaries and expenses, . . 2,201 42
516,525 28
Less: —
Discounts, . . . • $15 83
Income from sale of appliances, $3,936 31
Income from sale of books, music,
etc 1,712 54
5,648 85
5,664 68
Net charge to Director, ....... $10,860 60
HOWE MEMORIAL PRESS FUNDS AND LEGACIES.
Permanent fund : —
Deacon Stephen Stickney Fund, $5,000 00
General funds:—
Beggs Fund, $100 00
Joseph H. Center 1,000 00
Augusta Welis, 10,290 00
11,390 00
$16,390 00
DONATIONS, HOWE MEMORIAL PRESS.
Beggs Family $50 00
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KINDERGARTEN.
Balance Sheet, August 31, 1921.
Assets.
Plant:—
Real estate, Watertown $534,441 83
Equipment:—
Furniture and household $12,333 33
Tools, etc., 892 49
Music department, . • 2,650 00
15,875 82
Investments : —
Real estate, .......... $419,946 43
Stocks and bonds, 968,605 26
1,388,551 69
Inventory of provisions and supplies, ...... 510 00
Accounts receivable, 838 88
E. E. Allen, Trustee, 175 83
Cash on hand 10,945 92
Total, . j. $1,951,339 97
Liabilities.
General account, •
.
$390,632 64
Funds:—
Special $6,840 00
Permanent, . . * 183,319 70
General 1,355,499 58
1,545,659 28
Unexpended income special funds, 1,260 31
Vouchers payable, 813 47
Account payable 12,974 27
Total, $1,951,339 97
Condensed Treasurer's Income Account, Year ending August 31, 1921.
Rent net income " $20,744 91
Interest and dividends, general purposes, 50,516 91
Interest and dividends, special funds 265 16
Donations, 48 00
Tuition and board, Massachusetts, .... $31,400 00
Tuition and board, others, 11,560 00
42,960 00
Total, $114,534 98
Amount carried forward, $114,534 98
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Amount brought forward, $114,534 98
Less special fund income to special fund accounts, $265 16
Less Treasurer's miscellaneous expenses, . . . 479 42
744 58
Net income, $113,790 40
Net charge to Director, $109,166 66
Repairs, faulty construction, 1,518 38
110,685 04
Balance of income $3,105 36
Income, Special Funds.
On hand September 1, 1920, $1,151 93
Income 1920-1921, 265 16
Total $1,417 09
Distributed 156 78
Unexpended balance August 31, 1921, ..... $1,26031
Condensed Director's Expense Account, Year ending August 31, 1921.
Administration:—
Salaries and wages, $6,200 83
Other expenses, ....... 1,896 44
$8,097 27
Maintenance and operation of plant: —
Salaries and wages, $27,337 69
Other expenses : —
Provisions $17,064 56
Light, heat and power, . . 17,328 29
Tuition and board, . . . 12,921 24
Household furnishings and sup-
plies 1,545 58
Depreciation on furniture,
household equipment, tools,
etc., ....
Insurance and water, .
Repairs, ....
Printing appropriation,
Publicity,
Miscellaneous,
1,367 54
2,021 61
3,892 47
691 22
652 53
3,882 35
61,367 39
Instruction and school supplies : —
Salaries and wages $11,498 00
Other expenses, 866 31
88,705 08
12,364 31
Net charge to Director, $109,166 66
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KINDERGARTEN FUNDS AND LEGACIES.
Special funds : —
Glover Fund (Albert Glover, Blind deaf mutes)
,
$1,840 00
Emeline Morse Lane (Books), .... 1,000 00
Leonard and Jerusha Hyde Room, . . . 4,000 00
Permanent funds:—
William Leonard Benedict, Jr., Memorial, . $1,000 00
Samuel A. Borden 4,675 00
A. A. C, In Memoriam, 500 00
Helen G. Coburn 9,980 10
M. Jane Wellington Danforth Fund, . 10,000 00
Caroline T. Downes, 12,950 00
Charles H. Draper, 23,934 13
Eliza J. Bell Draper Fund, .... 1,50000
Helen Atkins Edmands Memorial, . . . 5,000 00
George R. Emerson 5,000 00
MaryEveleth 1,000 00
Eugenia F. Farnham 1,015 00
Susan W. Farwell 500 00
John Foster 5,000 00
The Luther and Mary Gilbert Fund, . . 3,000 00
Albert Glover 1,000 00
Mrs. Jerome Jones Fund, . . . . . ' 9,935 95
Charles Larned 5,000 00
George F. Parkman 3,500 00
Catherine P. Perkins, 10,000 00
Frank Davison Rust Memorial, . . . 15,600 00
Caroline O. Seabury, 1,000 00
Eliza Sturgis Fund, 21,729 52
Abby K. Sweetser 25,000 00
Hannah R. Sweetser, 5,000 00
Mary Rosevear White, ..... 500 00
General funds : —
Emilie Albee $150 00
Lydia A. Allen, ....... 748 38
Michael Anagnos, . '. . . 3,000 00
Harriet T. Andrew 5,000 00
Martha B. Angell, 10,500 00
Mrs. William Appleton, 18,000 00
Elizabeth H. Bailey, 500 00
Eleanor J. W. Baker, 2,500 00
Ellen M. Baker 13,053 48
Mary D. Balfour, 100 00
Nancy Bartlett Fund 500 00
Sidney Bartlett 10,000 00
Emma M. Bass 1,000 00
,840 00
183,319 70
Amounts carried forward, ,051 86 $190,159 70
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Amounts brought forward, . . . . $65,05186 $190,159 70
General funds — Continued.
Thompson Baxter 322 50
Robert C. Billings 10,000 00
Sarah Bradford, 100 00
Helen C. Bradlee, 140,000 00
J. Putnam Bradlee 168,391 24
Charlotte A. Bradstreet 6,130 07
Sarah Crocker Brewster 500 00
Ellen Sophia Brown, 1,000 00
Rebecca W. Brown, 3,073 76
Harriet Tilden Browne 2,000 00
John W. Carter 500 00
Adeline M. Chapin, 400 00
Benjamin P. Cheney, 5,000 00
Charles H. Colburn 1,000 00
Helen Collamore, 5,000 00
Anna T. Coolidge, 45,138 16
Mrs. Edward Cordis, 300 00
Sarah Silver Cox 5,000 00
Susan T. Crosby, 100 00
James H. Danforth 1,000 00
Catherine L. Donnison Memorial, ... . 1,000 00
George E. Downes, 3,000 00
Lucy A. Dwight 4,000 00
Mary B. Emmons 1,000 00
Mary E. Emerson 1,000 00
Annie Louisa Fay Memorial, .... 1,000 00
Sarah M. Fay . 15,000 00
Charlotte M. Fiske, 5,000 00
Elizabeth W. Gay, 7,931 00
Ellen M. Gifford '. 5,000 00
Joseph B. Glover 5,000 00
Matilda Goddard 300 00
Maria L. Gray 200 00
Caroline H. Greene, 1,000 00
Mary L. Greenleaf, 5,157 75
Josephine S. Hall 3,000 00
Olive E. Hayden 4,622 45
Allen Haskell 500 00
Jane H. Hodges 300 00
Margaret A. Holden 2,360 67
Marion D. Hollingsworth, 1,000 00
Frances H. Hood, 100 00
Abigal W. Howe, 1,000 00
Martha R. Hunt 10,000 00
Ellen M. Jones, ....... 50000
Clara B. Kimball, 10,000 00
Moses Kimball 1,000 00
Ann E. Lambert, 700 00
Amounts carried forward, .... $550,67946 $190,15970
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Amounts brought forward, .... $550,67946 $190,159^70
General funds — Continued.
William Litchfield . 5,000 00
Mary Ann Locke, 5,874 00
Robert W. Lord, 1,000 00
Elisha T. Loring, , . 5,000 00
Sophia N. Low, . 1,000 00
Thomas Mack 1,000 00
Augustus D. Manson, 8,134 00
Calanthe E. Marsh, . . . . ... 20,111 20
Sarah L. Marsh 1,000 00
Waldo Marsh 500 00
Annie B. Matthews, ...... 15,00000
Rebecca S. Melvin 23,545 55
Georgina Merrill '. . . 4,773 80
Louise Chandler Moulton, 10,000 00
Mary Abbie Newell 500 00
Margaret S. Otis 1,000 00
Jeannie Warren Paine, 1,000 00
Anna R. Palfrey, 50 00
Sarah Irene Parker, 699 41
Helen M. Parsons, . . . . . . 500 00
Edward D. Peters, . . . . . . 500 00
Henry M. Peyser, . . • . . . . 3,900 00
Mary J. Phipps,
. 2,000 00
Caroline S. Pickman, ...... 1,00000
Katherine C. Pierce, . 5,000 00
Helen A. Porter 50 00
Sarah E. Potter Endowment, .... 425,014 44
Francis L. Pratt 100 00
Mary S. C. Reed 5,000 00
Jane Roberts, 93,025 55
John M. Rodocanachi 2,250 00
Dorothy Roffe 500 00
Rhoda Rogers, ........ 50000
Mrs. Benjamin S. Rotch, . . . . . 8,500 00
Edith Rotch, 10,000 00
Rebecca Salisbury, 200 00
Joseph Scholfield,
. .......... 3,00000
Eliza B. Seymour, . .'.'•. . . . 5,000 00
Esther W. Smith 5,000 00
Annie E. Snow 9,903 27
Adelaide Standish, 5,000 00
Elizabeth G. Stuart, 2,000 00
Benjamin Sweetzer, 2,000 00
Harriet Taber Fund 622 81
Sarah W. Taber 1,000 00
Mary L. Talbot 630 00
Cornelia V. R. Thayer 10,000 00
Delia D. Thorndike 5,000 00
Amounts carried forward, .... $1,263,063 49 $190,159 70
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Amounts brought forward,
. . . $1,263,063 49 $190,159 70
General funds— Concluded.
Elizabeth L. Tilton 300 00
Betsey B. Tolman, 500 00
Transcript, ten dollar fund, .... 5,666 95
Mary B. Turner 7,582 90
Royal W. Turner, . . . . . . 24,082 00
Minnie H. Underbill 1,000 00
Rebecca P. Wainwright, 1,000 00
George W. "Wales, 5,000 00
Mrs. George W. Wales, 10,000 00
Mrs. Charles E. Ware, 4,000 00
Rebecca B. Warren 5,000 00
Jennie A. (Shaw) Waterhouse, .... 565 84
Mary H. Watson 100 00
Ralph Watson Memorial, 237 92
Isabella M. Weld 14,795 06
Mary Whitehead 666 00
Julia A. Whitney 100 00
Sarah W. Whitney 150 62
Betsey S. Wilder 500 00
Hannah Catherine Wiley 200 00
Mary W. Wiley 150 00
Mary Williams, 5,000 00
Almira F. Winslow, 306 80
Harriet F. Wolcott, . . . . . . 5,532 00
1,355,499 58
$1,545,659 28
DONATIONS, KINDERGARTEN ACCOUNT.
Brett, Miss Anna K $10 00
"Children of the King," Church of the Disciples,
Boston, 4 00
Sabine, George K. (In memory of Caroline R.
Sabine) 9 00
Union Church of Weymouth and Braintree, . . 25 00
$48 00
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CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE PERKINS
INSTITUTION.
Through the Ladies' Auxiliary Society, Mrs. Sarah A. Stover, Treasurer: —
Annual subscriptions, $1,728 00
Donations 2,028 00
Cambridge Branch, 177 00
Dorchester Branch, 64 00
Lynn Branch 38 00
Milton Branch, . . 33 00
$4,068 00
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR THE
PERKINS INSTITUTION.
Through the Ladies' Auxiliary Society, Mrs. S. A. Stover, Treasurer.
Abbott, Miss Georgianna E.,
Adams, Mrs. Waldo,
Alford, Mrs. O. H.,
Allen, Mrs. F. R., . .
Alley, Mrs. George R., .
Amory, Mrs. Charles W.,
Amory, Mrs. Wm.,
Amory, Mrs. Wm., 2d,
Bacon, Miss Mary P., .
Badger, Mrs. Wallis B.,
Baer, Mrs. Louis, .
Balch, Mrs. F. G.,
Baldwin, Mrs. J. C. T.,
Bangs, Mrs. F. R.,.
Barnet, Mrs. Solomon J.,
Bartol, Miss Elizabeth H.,
Batcheller, Mr. Robert,
Beal, Mrs. Boylston A.,
Beale, Mrs. Wilbur F., .
Amount carried forward,
$2
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Amount brought forward, . $264 00
Chase, Mrs. Susan R., .
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Amount brought forward, . $849 00
Leland, Mrs. Leslie F.,
Leland, Mrs. Lewis A.,
Leland, Miss Mai L., .
Leland, Miss Winifred F.,
Levi, Mrs. Harry, .
Lincoln, Mr. A. L.,
Locke, Mrs. C. A.,
Loring, Judge W. C,
Loring, Mrs. W. C,
Lothrop, Miss Mary B.,
Lothrop, Mrs. W. S. H.,
Lovering, Mrs. Charles T.,
Lowell, Mrs. John,
Macurdy, Mr. Wm. F.,
Mansfield, Mrs. George S.,
Mansur, Mrs. Martha P.,
Mason, Miss Fanny P.,
Merrill, Mrs. L. M.,
Merriman, Mrs. Daniel,
Morison, Mrs. John H.,
Morrison, Mrs. W. A., .
Morse, Miss Margaret F.,
Morss, Mrs. Everett,
.
Moseley, Miss Ellen F.,
Moses, Mrs. George,
Moses, Mrs. Joseph,
Moses, Mrs. Louis,
Nathan, Mrs. John,
Nazro, Mrs. Fred H., .
Niebuhr, Miss Mary M.,
Norcross, Mrs. Otis,
Olmsted, Mrs. J. C, .
Page, Mrs. Calvin Gates,
Parker, Miss Eleanor S.,
Pickman, Mrs. D. L.,
.
Pitman, Mrs. Benjamin F.,
Potter, Mrs. Wm. H., .
Prince, Mrs. Morton,
Putnam, Mrs. James J.,
Ratchesky, Mrs. Fanny,
Ratchesky, Mrs. I. A., .
Reed, Mrs. Arthur,
Reed, Mrs. John H.,
Rice, Mr. and Mrs. David,
Rice, Mrs. Wm. B., . .
Richards, Mrs. E. L., .
Richards, Mrs. Frederick,
Roeth, Mrs. A. G.,
Rogers, Mrs. R. K.,
Amount carried forward, $1,200 00
1 00
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Amount brought forward, $1,517 00
Wason, Mrs. Elbridge, .
Weeks, Mr. Andrew Gray,
Weeks, Mrs. W. B. P., .
Weld, Mrs. A. Winsor, .
Weld, Mrs. Samuel M.,
West, Mrs. Charles A.,
Wheelwright, Miss Mary,
White, Miss Eliza Orne,
White, Mrs. Joseph H.,
White, Mrs. Norman H.,
Williams, The Misses, .
Williams, Miss Adelia C,
Amount carried forward, $1,691 00
5
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Amount brought forward, . $865 00
Green, Mr. Charles G.,
Guild, Mrs. S. Eliot, .
Hall, Mr. Wm. Franklin,
Harris, Miss Frances K.,
Harwood, Mrs. E. A., .
Houghton, Miss Elizabeth G
Hoyt, Mrs. C. C., .
Hubbard, Mrs. Eliot, .
Hubbard, Mr. Gorham,
Hunnewell, Mr. Walter,
Hutchins, Mrs. C. F., .
Hyneman, Mrs. Louis, .
Iasigi, Mrs. Oscar,
In memory of Mrs. Harriet
L. Thayer, through Mrs
Hannah T. Brown,
.
Johnson, Mrs. Herbert S.,
Jolliffe, Mrs. Thomas H.,
Kimball, The Misses, .
Kimball, Mrs. M. M., .
Koshland, Mrs. Joseph,
Lawrence, Mrs. John, .
Lincoln, Mrs. Jacob S.,
Linder, Mrs. George, in mem
ory of Miss Jennie M
Colby, ....
Loring, Mrs. Augustus P.,
Lovett, Mr. A. S., .
Lovett, Mrs. A. S.,
Lowell, Mrs. Charles, .
Lowell, Miss Lucy,
Lyman, Mrs. George H.,
Magee, Mr. John L.,
Manning, Miss Abbie F.,
Marrs, Mrs. Kingsmill,
Mason, Mrs. Charles E.,
May, Miss Mary C. S.,
McKee, Mrs. Wm. L., .
Means, Miss Anne M.,
Merriam, Mrs. Frank, .
Mills, Mrs. D. T., .
Morse, Dr. Henry Lee,
Morse, Mrs. Leopold, .
Moseley, Miss Ellen F.,
Peabody, Mr. Harold, .
Peirce, Mrs. Silas, .
Perry, Mrs. C. F., .
Pfaelzer, Mrs. F. T., .
Philbrick, Mrs. E. S., .
Amount carried forward, $1,406 00
50
64 INSTITUTION FOR THE BLIND. [Oct.
Vmount brought forward, $1,801 00
Vorenberg, Mrs. S.,
Vose, Mrs. Charles,
Wadsworth, Mrs. W. Austin,
Walker, Mrs. W. H., .
Warner, Mrs. F. H.,
Watson, Mrs. Thomas A.,
Wheeler, Mrs. A. S.,
Wheelwright, Miss Mary C
Whitney, Mr. Edward F.,
Amount carried forward, $1,888 00
5
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DORCHESTER BRANCH.
Bartlett, Mrs. Susan E.,
Bennett, Miss M. M., .
Brigham, Mrs. Frank E.,
Callender, Miss Caroline S.,
Churchill, Dr. Anna Quincy
(for four years) , .
Churchill, Judge J. R., .
Churchill, Mrs. J. R., .
Cushing, Miss Susan T.,
Eliot, Mrs. C. R., .
Hall, Mrs. Henry, .
Haven, Mrs. Katharine
Stearns,
Hawkes, Mrs. S. L.,
Humphreys, Mrs. Richard C
Jordan, Miss Ruth A., .
Nash, Mrs. Edward W
(donation), .
Nash, Mrs. Frank K., .
Preston, Miss Myra C,
Amount carried forward, .
$1
66 INSTITUTION FOR THE BLIND. [Oct. 1921.
All contributors to the fund are respectfully requested to peruse the
above list, and to report either to Albert Thorndike, Treasurer, No.
19 Congress Street, Boston, or to the Director, Edward E. Allen, Water-
town, any omissions or inaccuracies which they may find in it.
ALBERT THORNDIKE,
Treasurer.
No. 19 Congress Street, Boston.
